The goal of this essay is to provide a framework for thinking about how genetic data—DNA sequences and their variation—can help clarify the biology of aging, the process that leads to multiple forms of decline in the last third of the adult life span. The concepts of aging and its relationship to disease are slippery enough that expert opinion varies widely on the most productive approach to using genetic methods in biological gerontology. Many millions of dollars, and hundreds of research careers, have been committed based, too often implicitly, on such strategic branch points. Some of those who work on “the genetics of aging” focus on questions about segregating polymorphic alleles that modulate life span or risks of specific late-life diseases. Others study rare mutations that appear to accelerate the aging process or some segment of it. Some workers concentrate on mutations, in model organisms, that extend life span by deceleration of aging and its effects. A small contingent of comparative biologists seeks insight from differences in physiology and cell biology among related species, or breeds, that age at different rates. This essay, which is intended to be provocative rather than to portray a consensus viewpoint, develops the position that some kinds of genetic research are more likely than others to produce important insights into how aging is regulated and how research on aging might someday lead to useful clinical maneuvers.

Individual mutations in mice can slow aging: They extend life span by retarding a wide range of harmful, age-dependent changes in multiple cells and tissues. Evolutionary changes—by definition, changes in DNA sequence—can lead to even more dramatic postponement of age-dependent deterioration. Genetic variation within a species, for example among breeds of dogs, can also lead to major changes in aging rate, although there is not yet any strong evidence for similar genetic variation that modulates aging in rodents or humans. This essay compares different strategies for using genetic information to clarify questions in biogerontology, suggesting an emphasis on genes that can retard multiple forms of age-dependent dysfunction in parallel.
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It is a standard practice to refer to “the aging process” as though aging were a factory that transformed raw materials— healthy young adults—into the ailing and vulnerable forms we recognize in our old friends and old pets. This “process of aging” analogy invokes, sometimes explicitly, the success of developmental biologists in piecing together molecular programs of cause and effect by which the cells in a blastocyst build neonates and then adults. This mode of thinking prompts questions about which of the many proposed causes—oxidation, or glycation, or loss of stem cell function, or inflammatory circuits, or somatic mutation, or some combination of the above—give rise to the diseases and malfunctions seen in old people. This kind of metaphor is very familiar, and has been very productive, in experimental medicine: Helicobacter pylori causes ulcers, atherosclerosis causes heart attacks, so what causes aging? The “process of aging” metaphor is that of a blueprint or recipe or algorithm, a series of steps which, when executed, can turn a blastocyst into an adult and then turn an adult into an old person. From this viewpoint, the genes for aging, like genes that cause or promote specific developmental abnormalities or late-life illnesses, are imagined to work by blocking or speeding specific steps in the developmental progression that converts a healthy adult into someone aged.
The fundamental, and important, flaw in this metaphor is that aging and development have dissimilar, and in critical ways opposite, relationships to evolutionary pressures. Genetic alleles that affect the development of mature adults are under strong, direct, selective pressure. Mutants that interfere with healthy development are lost from the germ line, and those rare mutations that improve Darwinian fitness can replace the normal alleles from which they arise. In contrast, the phenotypic changes that make up the biology and pathology of aging, that is, the cosmetic changes and immune dysfunction and hip fractures, etc., occur largely at ages beyond those of maximum reproductive output (1–3). A genetic allele that can prevent strokes in an 80-year-old woman, or prevent infection in a 20-year-old dog, or diminish cataract risk in a 4-year-old mouse, does not have any selective advantage because nearly all human, dog, or mouse reproduction occurs at earlier ages.
From this perspective, the “aging process” reflects the conjoined actions of many different forms of threat, including tenacious cross-linking of diverse macromolecules, neoplastic transformation, loss of irreplacable cells and organs (neurons, teeth, and pancreatic β-cells), decay of intracellular and extracellular homeostatic circuits, somatic mutations, and unrestrained accumulation of cells and cell products that have beneficial effects in young adults but pile up, to bad effect, beyond reproductive ages. Postponement of aging may indeed have evolutionary value in specific niches, that is, those in which reproductive success depends not so

Box 1. Questions that might be of interest to biogerontologists who want to work with geneticists and vice versa.

(a) Are there polymorphisms present in natural populations of mice and people that modulate aging rate (as distinct from age at death)? What kind of evidence would be relevant to addressing this question? Are such polymorphisms present among breeds of dogs?

(b) What are the assumptions of studies that use age at death as a surrogate for aging rate and the problems with these assumptions? What needs to be done to improve the ability of gene association studies to find alleles (if indeed any exist) that modulate aging rate in humans?

(c) What can single gene mutations, whether naturally occurring or engineered by recombinant methods, tell us about the biology of aging as it affects normal mice and people?

(d) Are mutations that appear to mimic some features of aging, the so-called progeroid disease mutations, at all relevant to questions about the aging process in normal individuals?

(e) Do studies of animals that are prone to specific diseases, such as animal models of Alzheimer’s disease, give any insights into the biology of aging and its relationship to late-life diseases?

(f) Can studies of differences in physiology and cell biology among species that differ in aging rate guide evaluation of interspecies genetic changes relevant to aging?
much on rapid production of initial litters (as in mice) but instead on production of high-quality offspring, repeatedly, over long time intervals (as in bats, humans, and many bird species).

But—and here is the crux of the argument—how is it possible for genetic alleles to protect against such a wide range of deleterious molecular and cellular changes? Imagine a short-lived species, like a mouse or opossum, in which the multiple pathologies of aging all occur within 2 years, which finds itself in an ecological niche in which postponed aging would be advantageous. A mutant allele that delays cataract development would have no selective advantage because the exponential age-dependent increases in risks of cancer, sarcopenia, immune senescence, bone fragility, etc., would rapidly impair fitness even if cataracts were efficiently delayed. Similarly, an allele that protects against neoplasia would have little fitness value in organisms that continue to show rapid age-dependent increases of cataracts, bone fragility, sarcopenia, and immune senescence. Alleles that delay sarcopenia would be useless in an organism still vulnerable to neoplasia, cataracts, immune decline, and so forth. The implication here is that evolution into niches in which delayed aging conveys improved fitness must depend on mutations that can retard, in parallel, most or all of the signs and symptoms that afflict older animals.

It is clear that genetic mutation and selection can accomplish such a feat: The differences in aging rate and longevity between dogs and mice are due to differences in genetic constitution and cannot be replicated by environmental modulations. Evolution has created long-lived species from shorter-lived progenitors repeatedly in multiple branches of the mammalian radiation, from multiple starting points. Evidence on the speed with which longevity evolves is limited, but there are reasons to suspect that slow aging opossums have been created within a few thousand generations (4), and artificial selection on body size within dog breeds has created subgroups with radically different maximal life span within a few hundreds of generations (see later).

**There Are Genes Against Aging**

The idea that single genetic mutations, or small sets of mutations, could delay multiple distinct aspects of aging has seemed intuitively unlikely, so much so as have been declared impossible on theoretical grounds by distinguished biologists (5). These theoretical proofs of impossibility had to be revised (6) to deal with evidence that single gene mutations in *Caenorhabditis elegans* could have potent effects on maximal life span; the revision took the form of an argument that the dauer pathways used by *C. elegans* to adjust to resource-poor environments made them a special nonrepresentative case. Evidence that single gene mutations can delay aging and extend life span in mice (7–11) has now established convincingly that multiple aspects of aging can indeed be delayed, in parallel, by surprisingly modest changes in genetic sequence and has even begun to suggest molecular pathways (12–14) that could mediate such broad-spectrum resistance to threats as distinct as DNA damage, protein cross-linking, and disruption of cellular control pathways. It is, however, by no means clear that the genetic loci whose mutation can slow aging in mice, let alone in flies or worms, overlap to any extent with the set of loci responsible for differences in aging rate among mammalian species.

Nor is it clear that the physiological processes that postpone aging in chimps are the same as those that slow aging in naked mole rats, elephants, and ostriches. Elucidating the physiology of slow aging in multiple clades and evaluating genetic variants that account for exceptional longevity is potentially a major theme for new discovery in biological gerontology.

How do genes postpone aging, that is, postpone all aspects of aging in parallel? Figuring out good strategies to attack this question requires that we both distinguish among and note the intimate connections among, aging, life span, and disease.

Aging is not the same as disease, even though it increases the incidence and severity of disease. Failing to make this distinction confuses cause with effect and process with product. The key point is that aging increases the risk of multiple diseases in parallel and at the same time also increases the incidence and severity of impairments that are not traditionally thought of as diseases (such as wrinkled skin, impairments of smell, and many others). Interventions that slow aging, such as single gene mutations, evolutionary divergence, and caloric restriction, have as a hallmark a parallel deceleration of multiple lethal diseases, multiple nonlethal diseases, and multiple forms of age-associated dysfunction whose impact on health and mortality may be either worrisome or trivial. An intervention (or genetic allele) that protects against wrinkled skin, or heart attacks, or hearing loss, but does not show parallel effectiveness against a wide range of age-dependent outcomes cannot sensibly be said to have an antiaging effect.

Although differences in the rate of aging alter life expectancy of adults, life expectancy of adults can also be modulated by pathways that do not involve aging. A strain of mice in which hemophilia is a common cause of death will benefit from injections of clotting factor, even though a bleeding dyscrasia is not related to the biology of aging. Similarly, environmental changes that reduce the incidence of smoking, improve dental hygiene, immunize against influenza, mandate seat belts, and provide insulin to diabetics may improve survival of older adults, but through mechanisms that do not modulate aging per se.

So: Is aging under genetic control? Can genetic studies tell us about the molecular and cellular biology of aging? How many human polymorphisms modulate aging? Can genetic alleles accelerate aging? The notion of aging as a process that leads to multisystem failure, at a rate which is itself subject to genetic modulation, leads to answers for each of these questions, answers that in some ways cast doubt on conventional wisdom and on consensus opinion about optimal deployment of resources for research on aging and age-associated disease.
Are There Polymorphisms Present in Natural Populations of Mice and People That Modulate Aging Rate (as Distinct From Age at Death)?

I do not believe that there is any convincing evidence, yet, for polymorphisms that modulate rate of aging in mice or people. Worse yet, I do not believe that studies currently under way in either species are well designed to produce evidence on this question. Human gene mapping efforts, starting with candidate gene surveys dating back at least to 1993 (15), and extending to recent genome-wide association surveys (reviewed in [16]), have almost always sought associations between polymorphisms and age at death, with emphasis on contrasts between exceptionally old individuals, that is, centenarians or near-centenarians and suitable control populations. The design flaw here is in the choice of phenotype—age at death. In countries with sufficiently good health systems to produce very old citizens, most deaths are caused by complications of cardiovascular disease, and so alleles that have even modest propensity to slow or slow atherosclerosis have a major effect on survival to extreme old age. Alleles that modulate risks of the most common cancers would similarly be enriched or depleted in the very old. Surveys based only on age at death, if sufficiently powered, would thus be expected to collect loci whose effects on survival are mediated by modulation of these two common lethal diseases, whether or not the loci work through an alteration of the aging process per se.

A study to look for human loci that modify aging would need to use a different phenotype, a phenotype that incorporates age-sensitive traits from many tissues and organ systems, including many traits which seldom lead to death. The test battery would focus on traits that often show age-related change at ages where few adults have died. An allele that is seen mostly in those 50-year-olds that retain excellent hearing, are free of cataracts, respond vigorously to immunization, retain high levels of lung elasticity, have above average glucose tolerance, and have no signs of incipient chronic illness would have a decent prima facie case as an antiaging allele.

It is not yet clear if any such loci exist in humans, but there is a strong positive precedent from another familiar species, the dog. It is amply documented (17) that dog breeds generated by selective breeding for large body size are shorter-lived than average, and small breeds are longer-lived. In one survey (18,19), 56% of the variance among dog breeds in mean life span could be attributed by regression analysis to variance in mean breed body size, with similarly strong associations seen in many other reports on purebred (20) and mixed-breed (21) dogs. Breed size, in turn, is in many cases known to be related to genetically controlled differences in growth hormone–induced production of IGF-1 (insulin-like growth factor-1) (22). The key point is that these differences in breed-specific life span are accompanied by, and almost certainly due to, parallel differences in rate of occurrence of multiple age-dependent diseases. Data from dog insurance databases have shown that smaller breeds differ systematically from larger breeds in the risks of tumors, lethal trauma, locomotor dysfunction, heart disease, neurological disease, and a set of miscellaneous other lethal conditions (23). Risk of cataract, too, correlates well with breed longevity (24). As reviewed elsewhere (17), the connection of IGF-1 and body size to aging and longevity is consistent with data showing extended life span in many stocks of mice with abnormally low-growth hormone/IGF-1 toxicity, with connections of small size with lifespan among horse breeds (25), and with the amply documented resistance of shorter humans to multiple forms of neoplasia (26–32) and cataract (33). Recent work on a set of families with genetic defects in the receptor for growth hormone (34), who seem to be resistant to neoplasia and diabetes, is also consistent with the implication that polymorphisms that modulate growth hormone/IGF-1 in dogs may be able to delay multiple forms of disease in parallel, the hallmark of genes that affect aging. Whether human populations do indeed have polymorphic loci that modulate aging and whether these are related to IGF-1 signals are separate questions still to be answered.

How Do Studies of Single Gene Mutations, in Mice or Invertebrates, Help Address Questions in the Biology and Genetics of Aging?

There are now several hundred loci at which mutations have been shown to extend life span in worms or flies and more than 20 loci with at least initial claims of life-span extension in mice, though few of the latter have been confirmed, tested on multiple backgrounds, or evaluated for effects on age-dependent end points other than death. These mutant collections are exceptionally helpful in some respects, and much less so in others. Many of the antiaging mutations, such as the Snell and Ames dwarf models, produce animals that are infertile or subfertile and which have weaknesses (small body size and poor resistance to infection and to cold temperatures), which would greatly impair vigor and fitness in a natural setting. The longevity of such mice is revealed only in a protected laboratory environment, and thus these model organisms do not provide examples of how to combine excellent adult health with exceptional resistance to the aging process. It is possible that the loci that slow aging in mice might also encode, in humans, polymorphisms that modulate the rate of aging. The value of antiaging mutations in mice, however, does not rest on this shaky assumption but instead on the realization that they provide invaluable clues to the central unsolved problem in the biology of aging: How do antiaging defenses slow down the signs and symptoms of aging in parallel? Demonstration that a specific mutation extends life span is just the first step in building a case that the life-span extension is caused by slower aging, but such a case is slowly developing for the best studied of the mouse single-gene mutants (9,35–37). Once the evidence that excess longevity is the result of slow aging becomes
considered to be an excellent example of accelerated aging, the effect of vitamin D toxicity or amenable to prevention by vitamin D supplementation in humans is thought to be distant from normal aging. In one prominent example, the klotho mutant (40) was eventually shown to reflect an abnormality of phosphate clearance by the kidney with associated vitamin D toxicity, whose effects could be mitigated by diets from which vitamin D had been removed (41,42). It seems unlikely that aging in mice or people is attributable to vitamin D toxicity or amenable to prevention by vitamin D-deficient diets. In another case (43), a mutant originally considered to be an excellent example of accelerated aging, the Snell dwarf mouse, was later shown to display extended longevity and many other features of delayed aging when housed in appropriate laboratory conditions (9). The implication here is that the terminal effects of severe illness can be confused with those produced by old age and should not be allowed to substitute for a careful multisystem evaluation of age-sensitive properties and pathogenetic mechanisms in a mouse (or human) thought to be aging with unusual speed.

Proponents of the value of progeroid mutations for elucidation of mechanisms of aging often argue that these syndromes are examples of “segmental” aging, valuable for the evaluation of how aging works on specific tissues or organ systems. This fallback position dodges the challenge of proving that the mechanism by which the mutation leads to functional deficits is indeed also responsible for parallel deficits in nonmutant aged subjects. More importantly, the claim that a specific mutation can lead to aging in some but not other cells and tissues deserves the main problem in aging research, that is, elucidating the connections that postpone, in synchrony, the effects of aging in all tissues together. Dissection of the mechanisms by which mutations can lead to premature failure of several organ systems can often lead to important discoveries in cell biology and pathogenesis, which can then in turn be exploited for the study of aging, but in my view, the assumption that these mutations provide valuable guideposts for elucidation of aging is unjustified.

Can Study of Mutations That Appear to Accelerate Aging, in Humans or Rodents, Give Important Clues to the Biology of Aging?

My own answer to this, presented at greater length elsewhere (38), is no, not much. A great deal of effort has gone into the study of mutations of mice and humans that appear, to some observers, to recapitulate some aspects of the normal aged phenotype, that is, to progeria syndromes. A great deal of interesting cell biology has come from studies of these mutations, but in my view, they have major defects as guides to problems in biogerontology. A central concern is that there are very many ways to shorten life span, and thus, little a priori reason to infer that a mutation that shortens life span is doing so through pathways that are in any way related to those that postpone death and preserve health in slow-aging animals. A detailed phenotypic survey will often reveal an assortment of abnormalities in these progeroid mice or people, but resemblances to normal aging often reflect the consequences of severe illness seen both in old individuals and in those who become ill in other ways, or failure of specific organs through pathways demonstrably distinct from those seen in normal aged individuals of the same species (39). In each case, the progeroid syndrome includes many features not seen in normal aging and fails to demonstrate many changes that are indeed characteristic of aged individuals. When we say that aging goes faster in (for example) mice compared with dogs, we base this assertion on evidence that immune failure, loss of hearing, loss of cardiopulmonary reserve, collagen cross-linking, cataracts, loss of muscle strength, neoplastic diseases of multiple cell types, loss of cognitive abilities, and many other problems develop more quickly in mice than in dogs. None of the mutations proposed as examples of accelerated aging in mice or humans comes remotely close, yet, to meeting this standard of evidence.

In a few cases, a more detailed understanding of the basis for the lethal illness has shown that the pathobiology is easily distinguished from normal aging. In one prominent example, the klotho mutant (40) was eventually shown to reflect an abnormality of phosphate clearance by the kidney with associated vitamin D toxicity, whose effects could be mitigated by diets from which vitamin D had been removed (41,42). It seems unlikely that aging in mice or people is attributable to vitamin D toxicity or amenable to prevention by vitamin D-deficient diets. In another case (43), a mutant originally considered to be an excellent example of accelerated aging, the

Do Studies of Animals That Are Prone to Specific Diseases, Such as Mouse Models of Alzheimer’s Disease, Give Any Insights into the Biology of Aging and Its Relationship to Late-Life Diseases?

Analyses of rodent models of human disease always confront the uncertainty about the extent to which the disease resembles the human condition it is intended to represent, but investigation of rodent models of disease has been and will continue to be an exceptionally useful element in medical investigation. Exploitation of these genetic models to learn more about aging is still in its infancy. The biological question is fascinating: For diseases that only become apparent in later life, how do mechanisms that time aging postpone the onset of the disease and do so until ages when so many other diseases of aging first become problematic? A straightforward initial approach is to construct synthetic double mutants that combine genes that promote a specific disease syndrome with alleles that delay aging, to test the prediction that symptoms will be postponed by the antiaging defenses that extend longevity in mice that do not bear the disease-susceptibility alleles. Experiments of this sort in C. elegans have been very productive, leading to important new ideas about how prolonged maintenance of systems that remove damaged proteins and protein aggregates can also delay onset of cellular pathology and whole organism dysfunction (44). If analogous systems in mice do show postponement of analogs of human adult-onset neurodegenerative
Figure 1. Scatterplots showing maximum recorded life span versus resistance of skin-derived fibroblast cells to toxic levels of cadmium. Y-axis shows LD50 (micromoles per liter), that is, the dose of cadmium needed to kill 50% of the cells. Left panel: eight species of rodents, with one species of bat (life span = 34 years) included for comparison, from (47). Right panel: 35 species of birds from temperate climate zone, from (48). Note changes in y-axis scale: The most resistant of the bird species has LD50 ~400 μM compared with <80 μM for rodents and the bat species tested.

illness, or diabetes, or bone disease, this will both provide clues to the mechanism that times these illnesses in aging people as well as impetus to pursue pharmacological strategies that reduce disease incidence by manipulation of pathways that time aging and link diseases to biological age.

**Comparative Genetics of Aging—A Non-traditional Genetic Problem**

The genetic differences that have the most dramatic impact on the rate of aging—those that slow aging more in dogs than in mice and still more in humans and whales—are impervious to the traditional methods of genetics, which focus on analysis of the effects of polymorphic genes segregating within a species. Dogs don’t mate with mice, and introduction of dog genes into mice, while technically feasible, faces all the problems of candidate gene designs compounded by complications of molecular coevolution following the divergence of rodents from carnivores. Yet interspecies comparison is where the action is: Genetic effects on life span within a species have, so far, been limited to effect sizes of not more than 50%, whereas evolution routinely produces 5- to 10-fold variation in life span and aging rate within orders of mammals and approximately 30- to 100-fold within the class Mammalia. The rapidly growing collection of genomic sequences for mammalian species makes it possible to compile intimidatingly long sets of interspecies differences, haystacks of sequence data in which needles of unknown number, size, shape, and color have been strewn. Even pairwise comparisons of closely related species—human/chimp, for example, instead of human/mouse—are likely to be unenlightening without filtration through functional criteria. If we knew, for example, that long-lived primates typically differed from short-lived primates in some specific biochemical or cellular pathway, such as membrane lipid composition, or effectiveness of repair of a specific form of DNA damage, or activation of a set of genes controlled by a specific transcription factor, then interrogation of the sequence-contrast databases seeking systematic variation in control of the corresponding genetic elements would acquire greater focus and rationale. The need to have specific questions in mind when confronting tables of species-specific DNA sequence variation provides strong motivation for a comprehensive program of comparative cell biology and physiology comparing young adults of closely related species that are similar in ecological niche but differ widely in aging rate and maximal life span. A catalog of such contrasts might on its own suggest aging-related pathways for pharmacological manipulation independent of any genetic information but would also provide the needed framework on which to pin and arrange sequence information as it emerges. Large multispecies surveys of genomic structure have documented a number of provocative effects, such as a tendency (45) for mitochondrial genes of longer-lived mammals to avoid the use of methionine codons (particularly AUA codons) and for threonine usage to be higher among long-lived primates (46) and mammals more generally (45). Studies of skin-derived fibroblasts have shown correlations between resistance to lethal stress and species life span in rodents (47), birds (48), and mammals (49), suggesting that resistance to injury may be one element regulating life span across evolutionary lineages (see Figure 1). The observations of codon usage have not yet been linked to physiological consequences, and the data on stress resistance have not yet been traced to genetic variation among species, but studies of this kind may, once extended, guide the interpretation of genomic differences among species that differ in life span.

**Summary Statement**

Research by geneticists has, then, led to some interesting news about what mechanisms can postpone aging and how these mechanisms postpone so many forms of age-dependent dysfunction roughly in parallel, but these productive paths are entangled in a maze of work that may lead to important insights on tangential questions but is less likely to shed light on aging per se.
Work on single-gene mutants has established beyond a reasonable doubt that remarkably simple alterations in cell biology and endocrine patterns can slow aging in mammals, leading to life-span extensions about 10-fold greater, proportionally, than would be expected by demographic models of a cancer-free population or one free of ischemic heart disease (50,51). These studies, inspired, preceded, and bolstered by faster and more systematic work in yeast, flies, and worms have also aimed a spotlight at specific cellular pathways, some with defined molecular architecture, whose exploration seems very likely to produce new ideas and perhaps even antiaging medicines.

Studies of polymorphism in human populations have not yet given much insight into the genetics, or biology, of aging, in part because loci that regulate aging (if they exist at all) are hard to discern among the many strong loci that modulate risk of common lethal illnesses and in part because such studies have to date focused on a phenotype, extreme age, that is a poor surrogate for slow aging.

Studies of mutations that lead to early death and/or dysfunction, the so-called progerias, suffer from two fundamental misconceptions: First, that poor health and early death are typically caused, and regulated, by the same processes that produce and postpone aging and second, that it is useful to consider the mechanisms that prevent or delay aging as though they might work on each segment of the body separately.

Connections between antiaging mechanisms and disease pathogenesis are likely to be detected in mouse stocks in which disease-susceptibility alleles are engineered into mice with antiaging mutations.

The strongest evidence for genetic influence on the pace of aging, that is, for genes against aging, comes from comparisons across species, where longevity differences are about an order of magnitude larger than those obtainable within (mammalian) species. Delineating the way in which evolution molds the rate of aging will require development of new methods that exploit in synergy the skills of geneticists, bioinformatics experts, and biologically oriented gerontologists.

Not all lamp posts have keys at their feet, and more thoughtful, obsessive attention to the central problem of biogerontology—figuring out how slow-aging animals delay so many bad things in parallel—could lead to more rapid progress in working out the molecular details connecting aging to pathobiology.
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